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The SafaDeckTM is the
original, patented safety
grid system for ponds.
Developed over many years
and made out of quality
materials we are confident
that the SafaDeckTM will
provide safety and peace of
mind whatever size or shape
your pond.
We are so confident in the
quality and manufacture of
our product that all

SafaDeckTM

The original, patented modular
safety system for ponds

components of the
SafaDeckTM come with a ten
year manufacturer’s
guarantee.

 DIY or installed
 UK manufactured
 Always in stock
 Next day despatch
 The professional’s choice

The SafaDeckTM
Designed with children in mind
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About the
SafaDeckTM
In 1998 the SafaDeckTM
safety grid system for
ponds - the world’s
first modular safety
grid to guard against
the dangers of
TM
drowning in garden
The SafaDeck
Grid System with its ponds - was invented.
unique triangular
After 3 years of
patterned design
further development
and testing the SafaDeckTM went on
general sale in 2001.

Pond Safety

H o w t h e S a f a D e c k TM w o r k s

The company behind the SafaDeck was founded
to promote an effective solution to the dangers
of garden ponds. Not only have too many
children drowned in unprotected ponds, but the
long term effect of permanently brain damaged
children are also most distressing.

The patented SafaDeckTM pond cover
comprises of grid panels made from glass
reinforced polymer for superb strength.

The SafaDeckTM pond safety grid system will
guard against these tragedies meaning you can
now retain your pond, whilst keeping your
children safe. You will also benefit by helping
protect pets from accidents and koi from heron
attack.
Since 2001, the SafaDeckTM pond safety grid
system has made thousands of ponds safe – this
means thousands of children can play happily in
their gardens, safe in the knowledge that water
features do not present the danger they once
did.

The SafaDeckTM has been designed to be
straight forward to install. The DIY
option accounts for over 50% of the
SafaDecks sold worldwide. Constant
innovation, such as screw adjustable
height adjustment and liner friendly feet
mean that the SafaDeckTM is consistently
chosen by “DIYers” and professional
installers alike as a quality, cost
effective safety solution for ponds.
Previous customers of the SafaDeckTM
include schools, nurseries, hotels,
holiday villages, carers and not
forgetting the thousands of families
who’ve recognised the need to protect
their children before an accident
happens.

These grids are clipped into place on
black powder coated aluminium beams.
The beams are supported by legs which
have specially designed feet so that they
can be used safely in lined ponds.
Different fixings enable the system to be
safely secured to any type of pond edge.
The beams and grid panels can be easily
cut to shape and specially designed
components are fitted to protect pond
liners from any cut sections.
Grids can be removed from the pond by
detaching the childproof retaining clips.
This means that access to the pond for
cleaning, maintenance etc is gained with
relative ease and without having to
remove the whole structure.
Further information
If you have any questions about the
SafaDeckTM, how it is installed or would
like a free, customised, no-obligation
quotation for your pond, please do not
hesitate to contact your local
distributer:

The SafaDeckTM - strong but discreet

